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Crystal defects and spin tunneling in single crystals of Mn12 clusters
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The question addressed in this paper is that of the influence of the density of dislocations on the spin
tunneling in Mn12 clusters. We have determined the variation in the mosaicity of fresh and thermally treated
single crystals of Mn12 by analyzing the widening of low angle x-ray diffraction peaks. It has also been well
established from both isothermal magnetization and relaxation experiments that there is a broad distribution of
tunneling rates which is shifted to higher rates when the density of dislocations increases.
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Within the last few years molecular clusters have emer
as truly interdisciplinary objects. This is so because th
materials allow us to test the border between quantum
classical mechanics,1 they may also be used as a hardwa
for quantum computers2,3 and for low temperature magnet
cooling.4 The magnetic hysteresis in molecular clusters
sults from the existence of 2S11 spin levels in the two wells
of the magnetic anisotropy barrier. Mn12 molecular clusters
haveS510 at low temperature and are equivalent to a sin
domain particle with magnetic moment 20mB . The occur-
rence of magnetic relaxation at temperatures at which
thermal fluctuations die out is due to spin resonant tunne
between degenerateSZ states in the two wells of the aniso
ropy potential wells.5–15 To the first approximation, the spi
Hamiltonian used previously5–15 to fit the magnetic data ob
tained for the different Mn12Ac molecular clusters is written
as

H52DSZ
21H81Hdip1Hh f, ~1!

whereD50.65 K16–18 andH8 contains anisotropy terms o
fourth order of the spin operator.16–19 The last two terms
correspond to the contribution of both dipolar and hyperfi
fields to the transverse magnetic field. The first term of
~1! generates spin levelsSZ inside each well, while the sym
metry violating terms inducing tunneling are those associa
with the transverse component of the magnetic anisotr
and the transverse dipolar and hyperfine fields. Very rece
however, Chudnovsky and Garanin20 have suggested tha
tunneling due to the magnetoelastic couplingHme may be
even larger than that due to the terms written in Eq.~1!. This
may be so, as a consequence of the local transverse an
ropy and magnetic fields associated with dislocations. A
recently, Merteset al.21 have performed Landau-Zener rela
ation studies in Mn12 clusters using different sweeping rat
of the applied magnetic field. Their data clearly show that~i!
there is a distribution of tunneling splittings associated w
the second-order anisotropy term;~ii ! the fraction of Mn12
molecules remaining in the metastable state obey the sca
law suggested theoretically for the case when the tunnelin
driven by dislocations. In a series of resonant experiment
frequencies between 37 and 110 GHz, using both fresh
0163-1829/2002/66~16!/161407~4!/$20.00 66 1614
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distorted single crystals,22 we have noticed that in order to fi
the data for these last crystals, it is necessary to introdu
second-order term,ESX

2 . There are also electron parama
netic resonance~EPR! data23 in which the energy separatio
between theSZ spin levels is measured. These experime
suggest that energy barrier height varies slightly from m
ecule to molecule, which can also be interpreted in terms
the existence of dislocations. Here we present experime
evidence of the effect of defects, mostly dislocations, on b
the rate of spin tunneling and the law of relaxation in sing
crystals of two different Mn12 molecular clusters.

Mn12Ac 24 and Mn12 2Cl-benzoate,25,26 Mn12Cl, have
identical magnetic cores and local symmetries, with the o
difference that the easy axes of Mn12Cl lie alternatively in

the direction (011) or (01̄1), being nearly perpendicular t
their nearest neighbors. That is, the spin Hamiltonian for
two type single crystals should contain the same terms. F
single crystals of Mn12Ac and Mn12Cl were first character-
ized by x-ray diffraction techniques and then we carried
the magnetic studies. The next step was to cycle the temp
ture of the crystals between 80 K and 300 K four times. Th
we performed new x-ray diffraction and magnetic charact
ization. A second rapid thermal~RT! process, similar to the
first one, followed by both x-ray and magnetic characteri
tion was also performed. During all these operations
single crystals were kept glued on the top of a glass cap
inside the measuring probe. Several runs using differ
fresh samples were performed for both Mn12Ac and Mn12Cl.

In order to have an idea of how much a temperat
change induces dislocations, we can compare the minim
stress to create a dislocation with stresses created by
perature gradients. It is easy to show that the minimum te
perature change~in air! to create a dislocation in a sma
crystal is roughlyDTmin'3s/2aE, wheres is the tensile
strength,a is the linear expansion coefficient, andE is the
Young’s modulus. Giving reasonable values for a molecu
crystal, the minimum temperature change is about 100
The RT process supposes a rapid change in the temper
of the surrounding air of the crystal of about 200 K. Wh
the crystal core is still at the initial temperature, the surfa
of the crystal starts to cool down. This large temperat
©2002 The American Physical Society07-1
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FIG. 1. ~Color! v-u plot of the (2̄22) reflection of the Mn12Cl crystal: before any process~left!, after one RT process~center!, and after
two RT processes~right! . The insets clearly show the enlargement of the peak alongv due to the increase in mosaicity after the RT proce
while keeping a constantu width. The flattening inv even overcomes the scan width.
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gradient generates radial and tangential tensions that f
the propagation of dislocations across the crystal, proba
starting at point defects frozen during the growth of the cr
tal and during the x-ray irradiation. The propagation of d
locations by the whole crystal converts an initial single cr
tal into a multidomain crystal where each element is sligh
misaligned with respect to its neighbors. This is what
known as a mosaic crystal and the decrease of the ave
size of the domains and their misalignment is related to
widening of the diffraction peaks. As the peak widening o
served in our experiments is as low as a few tenths o
degree, the samples after the thermal process are still co
ered as single crystals but with a larger mosaicity.

To better determine the mosaicity variation with the R
processes,27–29 we have focused our attention on low ang
diffraction peaks in order to minimize the widening asso
ated to the lack of monochromaticity (MoKa1 and
Mo Ka2). After checking the crystal parameters and gett
the crystal orientation by using an Enraf-Nonius CAD4 fou
circle x-ray diffractometer, we choose the reflections (62
6262) for comparing their shape before and after the
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process because they were low angle and intense. In F

we show thev-u plot of the (2̄22) diffraction peak, for the
Mn12Cl single crystal, in its pristine form~left!, after the first
RT process~center! and after a second one~right!. The inset
clearly shows the widening of the diffraction peak alongv
due to the increase of the mosaicity while the width alongu
remains constant. It can be also seen that after the secon
process, the flattening inv even overcomes the scan widt
Assuming27 that the average distance between dislocation
inversely related to thev widening, and taking into accoun
that the latter doubles approximately after each thermal tr
ment, see Fig. 1, it may be concluded that the number
dislocations increases near by an order of magnitude afte
RT process. It is assumed that the domain size effect do
nates over the effect of misalignment, otherwise the incre
of the dislocation concentration would be lower. Similar r
sults were observed in the analysis of low angle diffract
peaks for the Mn12Ac single crystal.

The magnetic characterization of the single crystals
fore and after the RT process include hysteresis cycle
-

of
FIG. 2. ~a! Magnetic relaxation of single crys
tals of Mn12Ac and Mn12Cl at different tempera-
tures before~open circles! and after ~open tri-
angles, solid squares! the RT process.~b!
Evolution with time of the effective relaxation
rate corresponding to the data depicted in~a!. The
rate has been calculated as the time derivative
the logarithm of the magnetization.
7-2
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different temperatures and relaxation experiments over
resonance at zero field by changing the sweeping rate o
magnetic field. The experimental evidence of changes a
ciated to the thermal process came out from the magn
relaxation data at zero field, see Fig. 2. In these meas
ments the single crystals were first placed in a fieldH
5 30 kOe atT 510 K, then they were cooled until the de
sired temperature and the field was then switched off. T
direction of the applied field coincides with thec axis of the
Mn12Ac crystals. In the case of the Mn12Cl single crystals,
the field is applied along the easy axis direction for only h
of the molecules. The data displayed in Fig. 2 are repres
tative of those obtained for different samples of the t
single crystals at different temperatures and show that b
the amount of magnetization relaxing per unit time and
relaxation rate are larger after performing the RT proces

FIG. 3. Isothermal magnetization curves at 2 K for Mn12Cl
single crystal, before~solid line! and after~dashed line! the third RT
process.

TABLE I. Values of the tunneling probability,rN , at the differ-
ent resonance peaks for the Mn12Cl single crystal before, after the
first, second and third thermal process deduced from hyste
measurements recorded at different temperatures.

100rN

F
N

Temp.
~K!

Before
RT

After first
RT process

After second
RT process

After third
RT process

0 1.8 1461 1461 1861 2061
1 1.8 1461 1561 1861 2261
2 1.8 1661 1661 2261 2461
3 1.8 2261 2261 2861 3061
0 2.0 461 661 861 761
1 2.0 761 861 1261 1462
2 2.0 1961 1761 2462 2662
0 2.2 1461 1661 1862 2062
1 2.2 3662 3662 4262 4862
0 2.4 6062 5862 6663 6663
1 2.4 8064 8464 8565 9066
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The effect appears emphasized in Fig. 2~b!, where the relax-
ation rateG at each time is plotted as deduced from t
relaxing data by using the differential exponential law (dM
52MGdt).

The variation ofG with time, see Fig. 2~b!, strongly sup-
ports that the spin relaxation is a superposition of expon
tial decays with different rates,

M ~ t !5M0E f ~G!exp~2Gt !dG, ~2!

whereM0 is the initial magnetization att50, andG should
correspond to the relaxation rate for the different molecu
may or may not have been affected by dislocations. We h
verified recently30 that the relaxation law can be fitted by
stretched exponential, its exponent depending on the con
tration of dislocations. The molecules near the core of
dislocations are those for which the magnetoelastic coup
is the strongest and which, consequently, show the lar
tunneling rate. This is the reason why there is a distribut
of relaxation times and why the measured tunneling rate
creases with time.

In Fig. 3 we show isothermal magnetization curves at
for the Mn12Cl single crystal before and after the RT proce
It is well known that the magnetic relaxation at each re
nance depends on the step numberN, as well as on the swee
rate of the applied magnetic field. In all these experime
we have fixed this rate at 10 Oe/s. In order to study
dependence of the magnetic relaxation at each resonanc
the RT process, we have calculated the tunneling probab
rN at each resonance,rN5RN212RN /RN21, whereRN is
the fraction of molecules that remain in the metastable w
after theNth level crossing. In Table I we list the values o
rN for the case of the Mn12Cl single crystals before and afte
the first, second, and third thermal process. Table I clea
shows thatrN is larger for all resonances detected expe
mentally in the case of the single crystals suffering the

sis

FIG. 4. Dependence on the sweeping rate of the applied m
netic field, of the variation of magnetization on a Landau-Zen
experiment at 1.8 K and for the zero field resonance for Mn12Ac
single crystal, before~solid squares! and after~open circles! the RT
process.
7-3
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process. That is, the amount of magnetization tunneling
each resonance is correlated to the crystal mosaicity dete
in the x-ray experiments. In other words, the crystals hav
more and more dislocations show faster and faster magn
relaxation because they have larger and larger numbe
molecules affected by dislocations.

The temperature tends to reduce the differences inrN for
the fresh and treated crystals as it should be due to the
that as the temperature increases we start detecting the
ecules that are not affected by dislocations and are loc
far away from the nucleus of the dislocations.

Landau-Zener experiments have also been performed21,31

using fresh and thermal treated single crystals of Mn12Ac.
The tunneling probability when one resonance is crossed
given sweeping rater for the magnetic field depends exp
nentially on the tunneling splitting of the resonance. O
Landau-Zener experiments were done in the following w
First a negative saturation field was applied at the measu
temperature. Then the field was changed toH1522 kOe at
the highest sweeping rate and the value of magnetization
measured givingM1. The field was immediately changed
H2 5 2 kOe at a giving sweeping rater, measuringM2 after
the process was finished. This procedure was repeate
different sweeping rates ranging from 30 Oe/min up to
T/min and at different temperatures. The results obtaine
1.8 K are shown in Fig. 4. In this figure we plot the norma
ized variation of the magnetizationDM /MS5M22M1 /MS
as a function ofr. One can see that this quantity increas
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for all values ofr , after the single crystals have suffered t
heat treatment.

It is clear that while it is possible to perform a one-to-o
correspondence between theory and experiments in the
of the ground-state tunneling for Mn12Ac,21 it is not the case
in our experiments as the tunneling occurs from many diff
ent excited levels. Concerning the analysis of the data for
two types of Mn12 single crystals we have used in our e
periments, we expect a qualitatively similar effect of disl
cations for two reasons: dislocations introduce new term
the spin Hamiltonian associated with both the transve
field and anisotropy, and the Mn12Cl crystals are formed by
two identical blocks similar to Mn12Ac with perpendicular
orientation between them. That is, following the analysis
Chudnovsky and Garanin,20 for both type of single crystals
an increase is expected in the tunneling rate as the con
tration of defects increases.

Summarizing, we have shown and discussed magn
data for different single crystals of two molecular cluste
which indicate that the existence of dislocations modify su
stantially the spin tunneling rate. The magnetic relaxat
law is strongly affected by defects, as a consequence
the overlapping of tunneling splittings for the different sp
levels.
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